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Abstract 

The Master’s thesis is dedicated to the application of methods and tools of Project 

Management within the project BUT Ball. Chapter 1 explored theoretical background of 

the Project Management and its methods. Chapter 2 analyses the current situation, 

sustainability of the event, competition and sum up lessons learned for improvement in 

the next years. Chapter 3 consists of proposals applicable for the project BUT Ball 2017, 

but when adjusted, it can be applicable in the next years, too. SMART goal, logical 

framework, outputs and WBS, risk analysis, resource, time and budget planning are 

proposed by using Project management methods and tools. 

 

Abstrakt 

Diplomová práca je zameraná na aplikáciu metód a nástrojov Projektového manažmentu 

vrámci projektu Ples VUT. Kapitola 1 skúma teoretické základy Projektového 

manažmentu a jeho metód. Kapitola 2 analyzuje súčasný stav, udržateľnosť akcie, 

konkurenciu a ponúka zhrnutie poučenia, ktoré sa môže využiť na zlepšenie stavu 

v budúcnosti. Kapitola 3 zahŕňa návrhy využiteľné pre projekt Ples VUT 2017, avšak ak 

by boli návrhy prispôsobené podľa potreby, sú využiteľné aj v ďalších ročníkoch. 

SMART cieľ, logický rámec, výstupy a WBS, analýza rizík, a plánovanie zdrojov, času 

a rozpočtu sú navrhnuté využitím metód a nástrojov Projektového manažmentu. 
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Introduction

The project represents a unique, temporary effort with defined benefits, start and end,

outputs and inputs. Project Management is the answer to the question how to manage

individual projects. It is a very complex discipline offering effective methods for

determining the relevant goal, deadlines, resources, performance, or risk analysis before

even launching the project. If the organisation approves the start of the project, the

project plan can be processed in details and the plan can be continuously compared with

the real situation and offers also place for further improvement by analysing of the

project after its completion.

Such project can be also specific event. A chosen event for this Master’s thesis is BUT

Ball, unique event of Brno University of Technology and its students, teachers and

absolvents. Organising of the ball should strengthen the fellowship of students with the

university and interconnect students from all faculties, not only during the event, but also

by co-operation when planning and preparing the event.

The reason why I have chosen the area of Project Management is my interest in this

discipline, especially thanks to it wide range of applications. By studying of literature, I

can increase my knowledge and by application of Project Management methods I can

develop my practical skills. Moreover, the elements of Project Management can be daily

applied in the business, what I see as a great benefit.

The choice of BUT Ball as a specific event for application of Project Management

methods was made because of the unique idea behind it. Uniting students, creating

something special, development of students – that is something what I would like to take

part in. By elaborating this thesis, I create a document that can be source of information

not only for actual organising team of the event but also for the teams in the future.

The thesis consists of part: Introduction, Goals of thesis, Theoretical Background,

Current situation analysis, Proposals and Benefits and Conclusion.
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Goals of the thesis

Goals of the thesis offer a view of what is the purpose of the Master’s thesis and explain

the processes used in order to accomplish this purpose.

The goal of the thesis is the application of theoretical knowledge, tools and methods of

the Project Management within a specific event. A chosen event is the ball organised by

students of Brno University of Technology on the university level – BUT Ball. By

accomplishing the goal, I hope I will help the organising team in the entire process of

event’s organisation in 2017 and next years. The outputs of the thesis are analyses

regarding post-project phase and project phase and several proposals, applicable within

the project.

To accomplish the objective, I can break it down into are partial activities;

 Firstly, I need to explore the theory of Project Management and its tools: I did

secondary research by studying of information from numerous publications or articles

to create Theoretical Background in the Chapter 1

 Secondly, I need to analyse the current situation: I did secondary research on the

event’s website and social networks and furthermore primary research through

unstructured in-depth interviews with members of organising teams in 2015 and 2016

– Tomáš Mejzlík and Anna Kruljacová. Utilising the information from interviews and

feedback from social networks, I could evaluate previous years of the event, compare

programs and most importantly sum up points what can be done better in the future –

so called lessons learned. This information along with analysis of sustainability and

competition are described in the Chapter 2

 Thirdly, I need to apply the Project Management methods within the event: there are

methods for defining the goal, finding logical relations between the goal, outputs and

inputs, breaking-down outputs into solvable tasks, setting deadlines, risk analysis etc.

These proposals are drawn in the Chapter 3, as well as benefits than can elaborating

of the thesis bring.
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1 Theoretical Background

Chapter 1 describes a theoretical framework of Project Management and represents a

foundation for the project proposals suggested in the Chapter 3.

1.1 Project Management

Project Management is considered to be quite young discipline emerging after the World

War II, however its elements could be seen already in the ancient world where the huge

pyramids, monuments or temples were built, what required challenging organisation of

work and people. A current situation in the world could be hardly compared to that in the

ancient or medieval era due to not only limited resources but mostly due to limited time

(Doležal et al., 2012).

The businesses are required to be effective and profitable at the same time and are

demanded for quick communication and quick solutions. Because of constantly changing

conditions, they need to be agile, thus, dynamic and flexible, to adapt to new

organizational changes, technology, to develop new products or to achieve another

ambitious goal. Therefore, the importance of Project Management is even more

increasing. It is a tool for company’s performance, efficiency and competitiveness in a

changing, complex and unpredictable environment (Ika, 2009), for managing company’s

activities and projects that are different to those daily-based (Doležal et al., 2012).

To offer a definition for Project Management, different views of authors can be

compared. Kerzner (2013) sees Project Management as the summary of activities

consisting of planning, organising, managing and controlling of company’s resources

with relatively short-term target, which was set after the realisation of specific goals and

intentions. According to Stone (2015) it is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and

techniques in project activities to meet project requirements while using processes such

as initiation, planning, execution, control and closure. Svozilová (2016) agrees and

suggests that although the definitions vary, the nature is similar as the project is certain

short-term effort accompanied by application of knowledge and methods with the notion

to transform material and non-material resources into the complex of objects, services or

their combination in order to achieve the set target. Möhrle (2013) claims that Project
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Management represents a summary of tasks, organization, resources and techniques

necessary to run the project. It is a coherent, inter-disciplinary coordination, planning and

implementing the project to meet required outputs, deadlines, costs and quality.

1.2 Project

Project is the most important element of Project Management (Svozilová, 2016). It is

time-limited, unrepeated, coordinated activity with a clear goal and related activities. A

typical feature of the project is uniqueness (Stone, 2015). The project seeks to achieve a

specific goal that includes a series of activities and tasks requiring certain resources. The

project represents a controlled process and is supposed to have clear specification and

defined the date of starting and finishing as well as the emphasis should be put on the

application of methods and rules in order to ensure that the tasks resulting from the

project will lead to the expected outputs (Svozilová, 2016).

1.3 Project requirements

Project requirements are based on the needs of stakeholders (please see Chapter 1.4). The

condition of managing of requirements is the clear definition and approval of the project

in a way that meets the expectations and needs of stakeholders (Doležal et al., 2012). The

objective of the project is to implement activities that will bring agreed outputs within the

required timeframe, budget and within an acceptable risk along with providing added

value to stakeholders – each project should bring more than was put it in (Stone, 2015).

1.3.1 SMART Objective

One of key success factors of the project is correct definition of its objective, what is

quite challenging task. Besides technical description of certain situation, there is a need

for mutual understanding between the involved parties on what should be done, for what

purpose and under what conditions such objective should be achieved. (Doležal et al.,

2012). Therefore, defining of the objective is crucial for creation of conditions for project

realisation and implementation. Kerzner (2013), Svozilová (2016), Heagney (2016) and
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other authors suggest using of SMART technique, according to which, the goal is

supposed to be:

 S – specific, what means it should be clearly stated what is going to be done

 M – measurable, it should be possible to determine whether it has been achieved

 A – agreed, stakeholders know that they have agreed on the relevant and adequate

goal

 R – realistic, it leans on achievable opportunities with the use of available resources

 T – time-bound, hence, realised in the specified time period

1.3.2 Triple constraint

According to Möhrle (2013), in terms of project management, projects and project

objectives, there are three major elements, mutually inter-connected, which we

repeatedly deal with and they represent the crucial risks at the same time:

 scope - expected outputs of the project

 costs – human and financial resources

 time - the duration of the project

Picture 1: Triple Constraint, Source: Own

The triple constraint or project triangle is a graphical illustration of the three pillars

mentioned above. By defining of SMART goal, the distances of the individual vertices

are defined, too. It is important to point out, that if one of the variables changes, e.g. time

frame, or if there is a discrepancy between the two pillars, it affects the other vertices and

distances. Thus, it is not possible to change one without changing the others – it is a

dynamic system, needed to be balanced (Svozilová, 2016).
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The central aspect of the triangle is quality. The quality of inputs may differ from

required, what followingly influence the costs or even if everything goes according to

plans, the quality of outcome may still vary, hence, it is necessary to ensure ongoing

project quality controls (Doležal et al., 2012).

1.3.3 Logical framework

Logical framework or logframe is a tool that facilitates setting the goal and its

achievement. A correctly assigned project has its goal, inputs and outputs. Therefore, it

quantifies these three categories, taking into account also a wider perspective – strategic

goal of the project. Logframe provides a reflection on what is the meaning of the project,

who is the owner, who is the customer and why it is important to realise the project. It is

formed in the pre-project phase (Doležal et al., 2012). The scheme of the logframe is

drawn in the Picture 2:

Picture 2: Logical Framework, Source: Own

Logframe has a form of a transparent table with 16 fields, with all having a logical link

between them, possible to read zig-zag. Doležal et al. (2012) suggest that it contains:

 Goal – explains a wider scope (bigger picture) why is the project realised, what long-

term benefits it brings. The project partially facilitates to achieve the goal; however,

another action will be needed to fully achieve it.
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 Objective – is a concrete explanation of the business need, desired change, what

should be achieved and why is project realised. There is only one unique objective

for one project.

 Outputs – they are direct consequences of realisation of key activities and indicate

what will be physically delivered to achieve the objective, but on their own they do

not bring added value

 Key activities – the main groups of activities that lead to achievement of individual

outputs; this field contains an approximate sketch of inputs, how the outputs will be

reached

The causal relationship is explained in hypotheses, following in the order:

1. If key activities and inputs are properly processed, then the outputs will be produced.

2. If the outputs are produced then the objective will be achieved.

3. If the objective is achieved, then it will contribute to achievement of strategic

goal/purpose (Doležal et al., 2012)

Among these central components of the project, there are other aspects that have a causal

relationship with them:

 Description – identifies the components

 Objectively verifiable indicators – include specific values to allow measure whether

the predefined has been met. There should be at least two indicators stated for each

component

 Means of verification – determine the way of verification of indicators, where is the

evidence of compliance

 Assumptions – list of all important risks that can affect fulfilment of any component

in the logframe, including external factors, which the project team cannot influence.

Thus, it is needed to name the main uncertainties for the hypotheses. There is no

assumption for the strategic goal, but instead, in the fifth line, there are identified pre-

conditions that must be met before thinking about the rest of the table.

When creating a logical framework, there are some other significant issues good to

remember – to not put the same activities at different levels of the framework to avoid
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duplicity and overall absurdity when reading hypotheses; to define clear boundaries for

the project and also to state the out of scope activities, which the project will not deal

with (Doležal et al., 2012).

1.4 Stakeholders

Interested parties or the stakeholders are people directly or indirectly involved in the

project. They can be individuals or the groups representing the organisations that are

actively involved in the project or whose interests can be positively or negatively

influenced by the project (Svozilová, 2016). Newton (2015) defines stakeholders as

people, groups or bodies, who could impact the project and may be affected by the

project.

The Project Manager should keep stakeholders updated with the information and

documentation regarding the project and its development, as well as answer their

questions. Identifying the stakeholders is a significant point; they should be identified

according to their name and role in the project. The roles may also overlap, but it is not a

rule. A part of identification is their assigning in the project charter, too. According to

their role, stakeholders can be determined followingly (Doležal et al., 2012):

 Project owner – executive, has the intention to realise the project

 Project user – customer, works with the outcomes of the project

 Project sponsor – can decide about significant project issues

 Project developer, vendor – realises the project

 Project investor – influences the project regarding financial or other resources

 Affected parties – defend the interests of other groups, not mentioned above

There can be different names of roles used in different organisations, however, the

responsibilities remain the same (Newton, 2015).

1.4.1 Managing stakeholders

In most cases, the stakeholders are the owners of the project and they put their trust and

investment into the project. Keeping the good relationships and stakeholders satisfied is

essential for the project and it is ensured by the stakeholder management. This discipline
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helps to keep stakeholders on the project manager’s side, not oppositely. Firstly, it is

important to know what are stakeholders’ expectations and then, communicate with them

and keep them informed during the project, e.g. by providing reports or organising

meetings about the project background, current situation, any significant adopted changes

etc. Insufficient stakeholder management can result into serious complications within the

project (Whitt, 2013).

1.5 Project life cycle

The project consists of several consequent phases that express its development, where

each phase includes logically related activities. Then, all phases together create the

project life cycle. It can be different in every project; however, the basic stages are

determined as: Pre-project phase, Project phase and Post-project phase. The transition

from one phase to the other is realised when the project reaches a predefined status or

accomplish a set of partial results. Hence, in the end of each phase, there is a meeting of

the project manager with project sponsor, senior management, sometimes also the

customer and they assess the accomplishments of the phase and get the approval for the

next one (Kerzner, 2013).

Also, it is important to be aware of possible changes of the project characteristics during

the project life cycle. The most common ones are gradual drawing of allocated resources,

interdependency between the changes and increasing costs, risk and uncertainty

responsiveness etc. (Ježková and Krejčí, 2013).

1.5.1 Pre-project phase

Pre-project phase starts with ideas, motives and suggestions, vision, looking at

opportunities and risks, clarifying the goal, verifying the feasibility and is carried out to

provide reliable recommendations, whether the project should be launched or terminated.

At this stage, the opportunity and the feasibility studies are processed (Doležal et al.,

2012).
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1.5.1.1 Opportunity study

The study of opportunities should answer the question, whether is it beneficial to realise

the project, if there is a demand for it, and design a solution. The study takes into account

the situation in the market and expected development of the organisation; it uses

aggregated information; and the result of the study is a recommendation to implement or

not implement the project. In case the project is recommended to start, more detailed

characteristics regarding the project are needed, including various analyses, e.g. risk

analysis and possible reactions to the risks, estimated scope of the project and basic

assumptions (Doležal et al., 2012).

1.5.1.2 Feasibility study

This study is based on the opportunity study; thus, when the project is recommended to

launch and searches for the most suitable way how to realise it. The main purpose of the

study is to evaluate possible variants for the implementation and to assess the viability

and feasibility of proposed solutions. Then the optimal variant should be chosen. It

should specify the content and the goal of the project, further, estimate the date of start

and completion of the project, as well as total costs and needed resources. The part of the

feasibility study is the analysis of stakeholders and the critical success factors, too

(Doležal et al., 2012).

1.5.2 Project phase

The project phase consists of four parts – the initiation, planning, implementation and

completion of the project. The length of each phase varies, and depends mainly on the

nature of the project, the number of stakeholders, the sources and timing (Braehmer,

2009). There can be again the different terminology in the literature, for instance,

Newton (2015) uses terms initiation, planning, execution and closure; but the meaning is

the same. Stages of project phase are described in the Picture 3.
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Picture 3: Stages of Project phase, Source: Own

1.5.2.1 Project initiation

In case of decision to launch the project, it is necessary to start the project. Starting a

project requires clearly defined process. It is necessary to specify the project's objective,

required outputs and the personal base, thus, create the team and define individual

competencies so the team can be active in the next phases (Ježková and Krejčí, 2013).

The launch is initiated by a meeting of stakeholders and a project team, where the final

agreement is reached, and there is the understanding of what is the objective, the

expected outputs and the design of the project culture. Particular elements are

documented in the Project Charter – its purpose is to be source of information throughout

the project, it describes the purpose and scope of the project, sets boundaries, milestones,

defines basic technical and organizational parameters of the project and if the logical

framework was not processed before, initiation is the last appropriate stage for doing it.

Initiation of the project is accomplished by creating and approving the Project Charter

(Doležal et al., 2012)

1.5.2.2 Project planning

This phase is characterised by detailed planning and clear assignment of the project,

represented in the logical framework and project documentation. The team elaborates the

project plan in detail, starting with the goal, scope and organizational structure, where the

Work Breakdown Structure method is used along with matrix of responsibility, and
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continues with analyses of resources, time, risks and budget. The outcome of the

planning is the Project Schedule and approved Project Plan, supplemented by any

changes and updates, called Baseline (Doležal et al., 2012). Changes must be always

controlled and communicated. Heagney (2016) states: “It is crucial to keep the Baseline

plan current”.

The project plan serves especially as:

 a summary of rules, methods, assumptions, deadlines and partial goals

 a background for managing financial flows and costs

 a timeline regarding project works and partial outputs

 a project manager's guide to day-to-day coordination and control and support for

decision making

 a source of information for customers project development evaluation (Doležal et al.,

2012).

WBS – Work Breakdown Structure

Work Breakdown Structure is a method for planning and displaying the tasks and

communicating the complexity of the project. It defines deliverables and identifies the

tasks that will achieve the outcomes. Then, it displays the overall scope – product scope

and the project scope, where the things and activities are shown in the structure. The

essence is the hierarchical breakdown of the target into individual outputs – work

packages (outputs in the logframe). There is a rule 100% applied, what means that the

project focuses only on the tasks in the WBS. Designing the WBS is a key planning

activity and thanks to its structure, the team has a clear, comprehensive and well-

memorable view on what is going to be done (Doležal et al., 2012). Picture 4 shows a

scheme of WBS:
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Picture 4: Work Breakdown Structure, Source: Own

WBS consists of several levels. When breaking down the goal into the tasks, once it is

possible to determine costs, time and the person who performs the task, the final level

has been reached and it is not needed to break it down any further (Doležal et al., 2012).

Matrix of responsibility

The responsibility matrix clearly defines the competence of the project team members in

relation to all the elements of the WBS. The matrix assigns names, the qualification

requirements and responsibility to each element. The requirements for the qualification

are the basis for the professional occupation of the project organizational structure.

Responsibility according to the estimated qualification helps to specify the interface

between workspaces and creates a clear communication environment in the project team

(Svozilová, 2016).

1.5.2.3 Project implementation

The implementation of the project is closely related to the kick-off meeting, organised to

review the plan of managing the project and the project schedule. It is an exceptional

form of meeting of stakeholders, where they are officially informed that the physical

implementation of the project begins and in case of big projects, it can have character of

a social event. In the implementation phase, it is important to monitor and compare the

progress of the project with the plan. If deviations from the plan are detected or there are

any new findings, it is necessary to take corrective measures and modify the original

baseline or create a new one (Doležal et al., 2012).
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1.5.2.4 Project completion

It is important to close the project at the right time. Project completion includes close-out

activities such as physical passing the outputs of the project, signing the acceptance

protocols, invoicing, thanks to the project team and stakeholders etc. The project team

usually works out the final report, which evaluates the project and it includes a summary

of the experience gained during the implementation of the project as well as a summary

of the recommendations for new projects; then, the team can be disjoined. In practice,

there can be situations, such as changes in the environment or the company strategy or

the lack of project supervision, when outputs become unattainable, and then it is

necessary to end the project extraordinarily (Doležal et al., 2012).

1.5.3 Post-project phase

Post-project phase follows after the project phase, when the outputs are already

transferred. Each project brings a new knowledge and experiences. The importance of the

post-project phase is in its contribution for the quality improvement of the next projects.

It evaluates the success of the project and the organisation can learn from the experiences

and mistakes, so called lessons learned, what followingly allows to improve the quality

of the next projects. Hence, it contains the analysis and evaluation of the project,

proposals and suggestions what can be done differently in the future, as well as the points

what approaches were positive to keep them (Ježková and Krejčí, 2013).

All phases in the project life cycle have their importance. If the pre-project phase is

neglected, it can influent the entire project phase; neglected project phase can lead to

delivering completely different outputs than desired; and last, but not least, omission of

the post-project phase can represent costs for the organisation - whether not acquiring a

precious knowledge and learning from mistakes, but also, the mistakes might be repeated

in the next projects and so produce actual costs for the organisation, e.g. unnecessary loss

of resources and time (Ježková and Krejčí, 2013).
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1.6 Project team

The importance of building the project team is connected to various personal goals of

individuals, adapting them to project interests and activating the team energy in order to

achieve the project goal (Svozilová, 2016). Further, for the successful project, there are

usually many specialist skills needed (Walker, 2015).

The achievement of the common goal is the primary aspect, when creating the project

team; the assigning roles and how the roles are performed is secondary. Characteristics of

the project team enable mutual complementing and developing the skills not only in

favour of the whole team, but also of the individual team members (Doležal et al., 2012).

Efficient design of the project team is a key element for the project success. The

individual team members are selected according to their expertise in terms of

performance, time availability during project implementation and also according to the

financial requirements of the candidates. They can be assigned from the company’s

employees or the external environment and hired only for the project realisation. The

optimal team size is 7 (plus-minus 2). The team is created in the initiation stage, so the

planning can be performed together with the project manager. The kick-off meeting is a

good start of the cooperation and the planning stage can start (Ježková and Krejčí, 2013;

Heagney, 2016).

Then, the role of the project manager is to manage and motivate the team, allocate the

tasks to the members according to their skills, develop the team spirit and care about

uniform workload. The responsibility for specific activities can be expressed by a matrix

of responsibility, which describes who performs and controls particular activity

(Heldman, 2013).

A good teamwork provides a foundation for the project success. Teams, when managed

properly, maximize each individual’s strengths while minimizing weaknesses. Productive

team should be based on strong relationships, which can be fostered by 5 closely related

elements: Communication, Collaboration, Culture, Creativity and Commitment; which

are built one on the previous one. The team members should be also motivated and

properly evaluated (Salary.com, 2017).
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1.6.1 Motivation of the project team

There are many ways how to motive the team. To mention some, it is crucial to set

realistic goals, to prevent the team from overloading (Whitt, 2012). Furthermore, the

goals should be clearly defined and communicated. Project manager should know the

team members, treat them with respect and give them support, also encourage them to

fully participate, ask them questions and listen to their answers and whenever possible to

implement their suggestions and solutions (Economy, 2016). The next could be a

measuring of the performance of the members and follow-up offer of training or another

self-development opportunity. To keep the team excited and looking forward to

achieving the goals, it is important to celebrate successes – not just in the end of the

project, but even small milestones. The team should be awarded for the successes and

also for the teamwork (Whitt, 2012). Economy (2016) further suggests points: paying

people what they are worth, to not loose great people due to underpaying; providing a

pleasant workplace; organising team-buildings and keeping people happy and

enthusiastic, along with avoiding useless meeting. Also, it is good to give the team

members certain independency to find their way how to achieve the set goal and to not

punish them for the mistakes, but encourage them to learn from them and try to solve the

task again instead.

1.7 Risks and opportunities

There are certain risks in each project and it is very useful to know them and assess them

in advance, what makes an advantage while planning (Stone, 2015). The role of project

manager is important as his or her task is to overcome obstacles and risks that appear

during the project. In case there were not any risks in the project, the role and tasks of the

project manager would become pointless and performing the project would become only

administrative matter (Taylor, 2007).

1.7.1 Risk

The definition of the risk varies in each standard of project management. The difference

between the risk and the opportunity is explained by IPMA standard. The risk is
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considered to be a particular uncertain negative occurrence or threat where on the other

hand the opportunity is a positive occurrence that represents a profit or benefit (Doležal

et al., 2012). On the contrary, PMI does not distinguish between risk and opportunity, but

defines risk as an uncertain event that can cause a positive or negative impact on the

project goal (Stone, 2015).

1.7.2 Risk project management

Risk project management is a discipline with numerous advantages, for instance it makes

the risks easier to identify and to work with, can effectively eliminate risks and save

money. Risk management consists of two main activities – risk analysis, which is

performed while project planning and risk monitoring, which is part of the project

implementation phase. Risk management includes the processes: context definition, risk

identification, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk management, monitoring, review,

communication and consultation (Doležal et al., 2012).

Risk project management is often being neglected in practise due to underestimating of

its importance and lack of awareness. When treating the risks, Pareto's rule is applicable.

According to Smolíková (2015) it is important to care for 20% of the dominant risks that

cause 80% of the adverse impacts. Risk management includes the following processes:

context definition, risk identification, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk management,

monitoring, review, communication and consultation.

1.7.3 Risk Project Analysis

Risk Project Analysis can be performed by RIPRAN method that can analyse project

risks (Ripran.cz, 2015). The entire process of the method contains four basic steps:

1. identification of the project hazard

2. quantification of the project risk

3. response to the project risk

4. overall assessment of the project risks

In the first step, there are important to mention two main elements – the threat and

scenario. The threat causes the scenario that represents specific form of hazard or danger.
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The two ways how to characterise the threat and scenario are: either to look for

consequences of the threat or the other way around to look for the origin of scenario.

Then, the quantification of the risks is performed in the second step by looking for the

probability value of the risk and the value of the possible damage. Combination of these

two values creates the risk value. The RIPRAN method then distinguishes between low,

medium and high probability and impact. Subsequently, the two values combined

produce the high, medium or low total risk.

In the third step, the measures and actions should be proposed to decrease the value of

particular risks to the level, which will not affect the business or project or do not

completely stop it.

The fourth step should determine the overall risk of the project, considering all current

risks. The importance of the fourth step is that it becomes the output for the assessment

for the decision whether a project should be launched or not (Doležal. 2012).

The scheme of risk analysis is shown in the Table1:

Table 1: Structure of Risk analysis, Source: Own

1.8 Time planning

A key element of the project planning is planning of its schedule. The importance of the

goal definition lies in the fact that it describes the main focus of the project, answers

what should be achieved by the realisation of the project and represents desired change.

Another part of the project scheduling is determining its scope, which describes all

necessary activities that need to be done within the project to achieve the goal. The

objective together with the scope are therefore the basic inputs for the project timetable.

Creation of project schedule usually starts with identifying all tasks and activities

assigned to the realisation of the project in conjunction with the WBS. Subsequent
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realisation of activities and tasks leads to achievement of desired results and deliveries

determined in the WBS. All activities should be assignable to the working packages and

then, put in order so the logical ties could be created. Thereafter, they are realised in the

certain order and follow one after the other so it is possible to make a time schedule.

Links between activities can be given by the technological process, but they can also be

influenced by external influences (Doležal et al., 2012).

Timetable should be assigned to each project section, along with associated resources;

and should be displayed through the table or diagram that is an essential part of the

project, considered to be a very useful tool for thoroughly and transparently capture of

large amount of information needed to manage the project. The most important are, in

particular, information about (Svozilová, 2016):

 milestones and important dates

 logical hierarchical structures of the work translated into time sequences of tasks

 data about the expected duration of the individual work segments

 ties of work sections that help maintain work logic even with time changes in the

schedule

 other information that facilitates keeping the schedule in connection to the

coordination, managing, monitoring and controlling processes during the project

1.8.1 Milestones

Stone (2015) claims that milestones are zero-duration events representing significant

moments of the project. Setting the milestones is also one of the ways how to report the

status and the progress of the project as they are usually the points signalling completion

of some task, group of tasks or phase. They are based on the WBS and help to organize

tasks into logical groups or sequences. When a group of related tasks is finished, the

project has reached a milestone. Once all the milestones have been achieved, the project

is finished.
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1.8.2 Gantt diagrams

The Gantt diagrams very simply and clearly illustrate the sequence of tasks and their

beginnings and endings, where the tasks are typically organized progressively from the

top to the bottom, along with a timeline deployed to a horizontal line as can be seen in

the Picture 5:

Picture 5: Illustration of Gantt diagram, Source: Own

To mention some weaknesses of the original diagrams, they do not show dependencies

between the tasks, thus, if there is a change in the duration of particular task, it will not

change the rest of the schedule automatically, as it should. New software tools, luckily,

enable creation of links with time overlays and delays, the ability to display critical paths,

and tools for comparing deviations of actual state against the baseline (Svozilová, 2016).

1.9 Resource management

During the project, various resources are needed – human resources, which are among

the most important, financial that also play a significant role, and others, e.g. information

and infrastructure resources (Doležal et al., 2012).

Resource management consists of resource planning, identification, allocation and their

overall optimisation. The resource analysis follows after the time analysis, where the

activities are identified, and the source of information for the analysis can be logical

framework. The resource planning is based on the qualified estimation that facilitates to

define certain time points, when the needed resources contribute to achievement of the

project goal. Also, the making of resource reserves is desirable and useful for the

successful project completion, because it is practically impossible to determine exactly
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what will be delivered, how long it will last and how much it will cost, therefore, the

project triangle – scope, time and costs of the project (Barker and Cole, 2009).

1.10 Costs and budget

According to Doležal (2012), cost management and financing could be divided into

several activities over the project life cycle. In the pre-project phase, the cost of particular

work packages, subsystems and the whole project is estimated, what creates a view on

the budget issue. The estimation is done from the top to the bottom, either by rough

estimation, parametric estimation or analogy – based on the similar projects from the

past.

Cost estimates do not require a detailed description of the items. They create certain

limitations for the project, however, reality may be completely different. As it is not

possible to estimate the costs with absolute precision, some variances in the costs must

be counted with, in each project. there are some costs in each project. Hence, the project

controlling that monitors variations has a significant role (Taylor, 2007). Based on the

above, a budget for the entire project is created. Then, at the different points during the

project it is necessary to compare the real and the planned costs and followingly to

update the budget (Doležal et al., 2012).

In the project phase, a detailed project budget is drawn during the project planning stage.

Firstly, the WBS, time schedule and resource allocation is planned, and the budget

follows after.

The difference between budget planning in the pre-project and the project phase is that

the detailed budget is created from the bottom to the top. The lowest level of the WBS –

work packages and activities are appraised and then the reserve to cover known and

unknown risks is created (Doležal et al., 2012).

Svozilová (2016) suggests that there is a several possible divisions of the costs. The

project management usually works with the direct and indirect costs. Direct costs are

quantifiable and are related to specific activities, such as costs for the material, personal

costs, procurement etc. Unlike the direct costs, indirect costs cannot be quantified, so
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they are indicated in percentages. Among the indirect costs, there are taxes, different

fees, indirect personal costs, building operation costs and others.

The reserves can be determined by exact amount or percentage, which usually ranges

between 5-10% of the total budget. The amount of the reserves can be influenced by the

project owner, as it needs to be approved. If the planned costs are overrun, it is beneficial

to analyse and find out the reasons of overrunning and the need to increase the costs. The

changes in the budget and proposals must be again approved and the costs deviation

recorded. This helps to avoid such cases of overrunning in the future (Svozilová, 2016).

1.11 Communication plan

Communication can be seen as the operation system of a society. In the project, it must

be carefully plan, then implemented and continuously controlled to ensure the right

information will be provided to right people and in the right time (Turner, 2016).

Pickerden (2015) claims that the communication plan is a vital part of the project

management as its role is to effectively share the information regarding project

development and concrete activities. The reporting frequency should be set at the optimal

level where the project team is not overloaded by the unnecessary amount of information

and at the same time receives the key information. Appropriate reporting allows

detection of deviations from the plan sufficiently in time. The communication plan

determines:

 People, who report/share the information

 People, who receive the information

 Content of messages, their form and structure

 Frequency of reports and deadlines

 The way of reporting (meeting, briefing, newsletter, report, email)
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2 Current situation analysis

This chapter is going to draw the attention to specific event chosen for the thesis – BUT

Ball, analyse its history, the previous years of the ball in 2015 and 2016, their success

and lessons learned, providing valuable information for next projects. Furthermore,

sustainability of the event is described and there is analysis of the competition, too.

2.1 About the event

The chosen event is very unique action of Brno University of Technology – the BUT

ball, organised for the entire university. Although BUT is university focused on

technology and one could expect that quantum of its students only know how to be smart

technicians and solve the difficult tasks for various companies searching for their

knowledge and expertise, they still know how to be sophisticated, dress up, dance and

have fun and that was the reason why the students of BUT decided to renew the tradition

of the ball after more than one decade. Thanks to the effort of students supported by the

university, it was organised in 2015 and 2016 and the BUT Ball is becoming not only

yearly tradition again, but also one of the biggest and most expected events of the whole

university.

2.2 Vision

In spite of the fact that almost each faculty of Brno University of Technology has its own

ball, the ball on the university level does have its meaning. Along the organising an

amazing and memorable evening for all participants, the vision behind is quite brilliant –

such event can reinforce fellowship of students with the university, create informal

relationships and mostly, interconnect students from all faculties, absolvents, teachers

and furthermore firms that could do a wide networking there, find trainees and start new

partnerships. Thanks to such partnerships, many students can get practical experiences

and contacts, start a career and broaden their knowledge in different spheres. On the

other hand, the firms can benefit too by hiring new young talents and absolvents can

share their experiences.
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2.3 BUT Christmas Ball 2015

The BUT Christmas Ball 2015 took place in the Hotel Bobycentrum**** in Brno on 3rd

December 2015. The project was realised for 1500 participants including students,

teachers, absolvents and firms’ representatives. Except the university and the exclusive

partner that supported the ball also financially, it was supported by many other partners

that gave numerous gifts into the raffle. There were very good reactions to the Christmas

Ball, whether from the students’ side or other participants, so the organising team

decided to continue the next year (Kruljacová, 2017). Picture 6 shows the visual used for

the campaign, billboards and the event on the Facebook.

Picture 6: BUT Christmas Ball, Source: Facebook

2.3.1 Summary

Date: Thursday, 3rd December 2015

Place: most of the Hotel Bobycentrum**** public space was rented – Laser Show Hall,

Café de Paris, La Grotta and Chateau Restaurant, in order to create different atmosphere

in every hall, so everybody could find the entertainment according his or her taste.

Tickets and capacity: total amount of tickets for sale was 1500, while 900 tickets were

for seating and 600 tickets for standing. It was possible to buy the tickets only online

within the internal reservation system on the university server. Except 1500 attendants,

there were approximately 100 other people consisting of organising team, realising team,

performers, catering and technical support (Mejzlík, 2017).
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Partners and support: the main support was given by the Brno University of

Technology and student representatives from student chambers of academic senates (on

university and faculty level: SKAS VUT, SKAS FAST, FSI, FEKT, FP, SU FIT, SU

FCH) and student societies (SPS, BEST Brno, IAESTE LC Brno, ISC VUT). The ball

was supported also by exclusive partner IBM, general partners Merci, Pyrotechniky

Podluží, Diplomky-online, Tiskni-online and many other partners.

Organising team: the project team consisted of 4 members. There were 2 project

managers – Anna Kruljacová and Tomáš Mejzlík, who managed the team and allocated

the tasks and responsibilities. The major areas were: logistic, program, partners,

marketing (Kruljacová, 2017).

Program: rich program was prepared for all attendants, not only music bands and DJs,

but also several breath-taking performances such as show of standard and Latin

American dances, acrobatic cycling and the surprise of the evening – aerial acrobatics

performance. Except that, people could take part in the IBM competition and raffle and

win valuable prizes. The whole program is drawn in the Table 2.

Program 2015
Laser Show Hall

19:00 Music band Eremy playing for all night
20:00 Ceremonial opening of the ball
20:30 Opening waltz
21:30 Dancing school STARLET - Show of standard dances
22:30 Dancing school STARLET - Show of Latin American dances
23:30 Exhibition of acrobatic cycling
23:45 Drawing lots for the main raffle prizes
0:15 Surprise of the evening
0:30 Announcement of the winners of IBM competition
1:30 Closing the program in the Laser Show Hall

Café de Paris
21:00 DJ Schafff
21:10 Dancing show of Swing Wings
22:15 Dancing show of ABANICO group
0:00 DJ Cliché - Oldies afterparty
2:00 Closing the program in the Café de Paris
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La Grotta
0:00 DJ Schaff
4:00 Closing the program in the La Grotta

Chateau Restaurant
21:00 Cymbal music Podluží
0:00 Closing the program in the Chateau Restaurant

Other
21:00 Starting the raffle selling

21:30 - 23:30 Passing of prizes
20:00 - 23:30 Beauty salon - ARD Visage
19:00 - 0:00 Photo shooting - Foto Jurs

IBM Competition
19:00 Opening of the IBM competition

0:30
Announcement of the winners of IBM competition in the Laser
Show Hall

Table 2: Program of BUT Christmas Ball 2015, Source: Own

2.3.2 Feedback and lessons learned

The project team received the feedback through various ways – e.g. personally, by e-

mails and comments on the Facebook page. Also, rector of the university evaluated the

ball as the successful event. First year of the ball on the university level, organised by

students had many positive reactions, but there were also some points for improvement in

the future. The feedback includes the points of organising team, too (Facebook, 2015;

Kruljacová, 2017).

2.3.2.1 Feedback

 Tickets – when buying tickets, the server was not functional several times.

 Lay out of the place – generally good lay out, however, photo shooting could be at

another place, it was in the way of incoming people to the Laser Show Hall.

 VIP – was quite good differentiated and the guests were escorted to their tables, also

it was well-signed in the entrance.

 Opening of the ball – good start with waltz.

 Program – dance shows are just great for the ball, as well as acrobatic cycling and

aerial acrobatics
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 Music – there was mostly positive response to the music, the audience enjoyed

especially Eremy band and DJ Schafff, also swing.

 Raffle – All of the tickets were sold and there was still demand. Total amount of

prizes was 555. The passing of prizes went generally well, however, it was time-

bounded and winners did not obey given times.

 IBM networking – very positive reactions from both sides.

 Catering – more catering would be welcome.

 Wines – very tasty Pinot Gris, however the bottles had corks and members of

realising team spent a lot of time by opening them.

 The individual tasks of the realising team members were not evenly balanced, some

of them were busy all night and other not.

2.3.2.2 Lessons learned

 To continue in the great event

 To change the ticket reservation system to the external company smsticket.cz, as it

was too time-consuming to work with the internal system

 To have in mind lay out of the place to ensure fluent flow of people

 Photo shooting requires enough space

 To keep the band Eremy and DJ Schafff and open the ball with standard dance

 Dance shows are popular, but find something new to not repeat the same shows

 Continue in networking to enforce the interconnection of student and firm sphere

 More lots in the raffle

 More catering

 To keep Pinot Gris wines

 Wine bottles with easy opening tops on the tables

 Evenly workload on the members of realising team and improve the communication

 It is good to have refreshments and food for the organising and realising team
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2.4 BUT Christmas Ball 2016

After the successful project in 2015, the organising team was sure there will be the

Christmas Ball in 2016 and the project was approved by rector of BUT. For the second

year, the team had even bigger plans about it. The ball moved to BVV or Veletrhy Brno,

pavilion P what represented much bigger space; thus, the ball hosted 3300 participants on

2nd December 2016. With the different place, different music and program, bigger

capacity, but the same vision, the project team created another memorable event. The

organising team was accompanied by so-called Architect of Light – Jan Machát, who

created wonderful sight for eyes in the pavilion P (Mejzlík, 2017). Planned graphic is

shown in the Picture 7 and realised one in the Picture 8 and 9 right below for comparison.

Picture 7: BUT Christmas Ball planned visual, Source: Facebook

Picture 8: BUT Christmas Ball actual visual, Source: Facebook
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Picture 9: BUT Christmas Ball actual visual, Source: Facebook

2.4.1 Summary

Date: Friday, 2nd December 2016

Place: BVV, Pavilion P offered a huge space for the ball as it is the biggest indoor

exhibition hall in the Central Europe. The space was divided into two areas – the main

hall and the electro-swing hall with the different program. There was also play-zone. The

second floor was dedicated to networking with absolvents (Kruljacová, 2017).

Tickets and capacity: total amount of tickets for sale was 3300, while 2500 tickets were

for seating and 600 tickets for standing. It was possible to buy the tickets online by the

portal smsticket.cz. The other 150 people represented organising and realising team,

performers, catering and technical support.

Partners and support: the main support was again given by BUT and student

representatives from student chambers of academic senates (SKAS VUT, SKAS FAST,

FSI, FEKT, FP, SU FIT, SU FCH) and student societies (SPS, BEST Brno, IAESTE LC

Brno, ISC VUT). The same was also exclusive partner – IBM, general partners were

Diplomky Online, Metrostav and E-On and there were more than other 60 partners.
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Organising team: the team had initially 9 members, 2 of them had to leave the team

because of lack of the rime for the project; repeatedly, there were 2 project managers

Anna Kruljacová and Tomáš Mejzlík, supported by Jan Machát. The major areas were:

logistic, program, partners, absolvents and marketing (Mejzlík, 2017).

Program: in comparison to 2015, there was the same band Eremy playing, however,

electro-swing music was added in the neighbouring hall. Thanks to Eremy’s wide

repertoire and genres, the show was different but with the same good vibes. The team

chose new dance performers for the standard and Latin American dances and also new

dance groups; there was a dance-fashion show too. People could chill-out in the play-

zone, win the prizes in the raffle or decide for networking with the firms or absolvents.

Program 2016
The main hall

19:00 Opening the gates
20:00 Ceremonial opening of the ball
20:30 Opening dance by Radim Stupka and Tereza Jendrulková
20:40 Music band Eremy playing for all night
21:45 Dance and Fashion show by Art Factory & POSHme
22:00 Music band Eremy

23:00
Show of Latin American dance by Radim Stupka and Tereza
Jendrulková

0:00 Drawing lots for the main raffle prizes
0:30 Ardor Virdis - Lights show

Electro-swing hall
21:00 Swing garden
22:00 Swing Wings - dance show and dance workshop
22:30 Swing Thing & Papa Django
23:30 Max W. + live saxophone
0:30 Swing Thing & Papa Django + live saxophone
1:30 Swing Garden
2:00 Max W.

Accompanying program
All night IBM play zone

Second floor
20:00 - 1:00 Cymbal music – Podluží
20:30 - 21:30 Networking with absolvents

Table 3: Program of BUT Christmas Ball 2016, Source: Own
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2.4.2 Feedback and lessons learned

In 2016, the project team decided to create also questionnaire (posted on Facebook) as

the way of getting the feedback. There were personal discussion, e-mails and Facebook

comments too and there was bigger emphasis put on the feedback. Numerous positive

reactions, rector of BUT satisfied again and the good feeling after the event, that all

predicted the ball in 2017. Although there were so many “wow” reactions, it is important

to take a look on what could be done better in the future.

2.4.2.1 Feedback

 Most of reactions: amazing event!

 Opening of the ball – great opening show, but not visible for everybody

 Beautiful decoration and the lighting of the area

 Tickets – not simple buying tickets, it was needed to search where to buy them

 Lay out of the place – generally good lay out, more signs would be needed, e.g. VIP

not signed and visible, so it was losing its importance; ATM not visible enough; also,

the problem with missing tapes for returning to the area of the ball when going

inside-outside

 Broken glass on the dance floor

 Not enough photo-shooting spots and the photo-wall behind could be different for

better pictures

 Music – good music; people were rather dancing than networking with the

absolvents. Swing was not as attractive as expected, so more classical music would

be welcome. A lot of people also did not notice the cymbal music.

 Raffle – despite there were almost 1000 prizes in the raffle, too many lots were issued

and not all of them sold. It created the situation that a lot of prizes were not actually

won and passed, while a lot of people had got not-winning lots, chaotic selling of the

raffle

 Catering – cooperation with Koleje a Menzy was good, their offer and prices were

fine, sold 1000 meals, but ended quite early; a lot of people did not notice sushi

 Tasty wine with easily opening tops
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 Realising team – lack of information and communication regarding organisation,

event schedule, VIP, etc. what also caused conflicts and chaos; missing refreshment

and food for the realising team, the people wanted to keep rest of the raffle prizes, the

next day only few people came to clean up; thanks those who came to clean up

 Before event activities – passing the prizes from partners to the organising team was

executed at last moment, it made some team members unnecessary busy

 More taxi would be needed

2.4.2.2 Lessons learned

 BVV is wonderful place for the ball

 Continue in cooperation with Jan Machát and team of architects

 Lay out good, but bigger screen needed

 Video adjusted to all faculties and support the fellowship of the students and BUT

even more

 To improve the process of selling the tickets

 More signs needed to ensure better orientation, e.g. put information board; VIP

entrance need to be signed

 To have in mind the tapes for returning

 A3 printer would be helpful

 More photo-shooting spots

 Rethink music genres, add more classic music for standard dances

 Regarding catering, to continue in the cooperation with Koleje a Menzy

 To adjust the amount of lots in the raffle, increase the probability of winning

 To create e.g. 10 spots for raffle selling

 Raffle prizes should be prepared at least 2 weeks ahead of the event, numbered and

organised

 More taxi

Realising team

 Organising and realising team more interconnected, have few meeting to give general

information
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 Divide realising team into partial teams, each with responsibility for particular

sections

 For each partial team, there should be assigned a leader, who will pass the

information, create a schedule for the team and control the performance of the

members during the preparation day, the event day and after-event day

 Communication e.g. through WhatsApp

 Choose responsible people, who will be helpful and motivated

 To ensure refreshment, food and wine for the realising team

2.5 Sustainability of the event

The decision to organise ball in 2017 was made immediately after another successful ball

in 2016. The organising team stated that the BUT Ball 2017 will take a place in BVV,

pavilions G1 and G2 on the Friday 1st December 2017 (note: Pavilions G1,2 possess

capacity up to 3000 people). The students and the university decided to continue in the

tradition in the next years, to ensure sustainability of the event, the organising team tries

to continuously improve the event by learning from mistakes, improving the marketing

and building a brand (Mejzlík, 2017).

2.5.1 Building a brand

The organising team decided to rename BUT Christmas Ball and the name of the event

has been changed to the BUT Ball. The change was made in order to start building the

brand. The new name also enables the organising team to create new labels: besides

Christmas ball, it can be the Winter Ball, the Snowflake Ball or others. For instance, in

2019 there will be the fifth birthday of the ball and simultaneously the 120th anniversary

of the BUT establishment, so something special can be created to connect these two

occasions. Then, according to the label, the thematic decoration for the ball can be added

and it should be different year-to-year. Building a strong brand facilitates the

sustainability of the project. Also, there is new slogan for the event: “When technology

dance” (in Czech language: “Když technika tančí”), what sounds quite catchy.
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2.5.2 Marketing of the event

Considering marketing of the event, the BUT Ball have quite well-established marketing

communication to the all participants, whether students, teachers or absolvents and

partners. Regular communication strengthens the awareness about the event.

There is event on the Facebook established every year, as well as there is Facebook page,

Instagram page and the website with actual information regarding the ball. The purpose

of all of them is to keep potential participants and fans of the event informed regarding

updates, important dates, organisation information etc. Time-to-time there are videos

released on Facebook or Youtube for the fans to stay tuned and after the event there is

always the after-movie. Furthermore, the organising team ensures there is enough

photographers, sharing the photos online, so the participants have beautiful memories.

Besides these marketing channels, there is also advertisement targeted to the students in

the university’s places such as faculties, canteens or billboards close to the university.

Teachers and absolvents usually receive the invitations and partners receive also the

brochure. Their name is usually mentioned on the propagation materials, websites and

the moderators also mention that during the event, furthermore the partners and teachers

usually get free tickets.

2.5.2.1 Facebook page

Facebook page of the BUT ball is https://www.facebook.com/plesvut/. The team

member, whose responsibility is marketing communication, informs the users about all

important information regarding the ball, as well as when the campaign starts, there is

certain update at least every Sunday, time-to-time there is a competition with prizes for

example free tickets, bottle of wine or other. After the event, the photos are shared and

participants are asked to fill out feedback form and write the comments how they enjoyed

the ball. The after-movie video is posted as well. The visual of the Facebook page is

described in the Picture 10.
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Picture 10: Visual of the Facebook page of the BUT Ball, Source: Facebook

2.5.2.2 Website

The website of the event is: www.ples.vutbr.cz. The purpose of it is to be source of

information too. Lukáš Liebsher, absolvent of BUT, has the responsibility for its creation

and all updates. There is a time schedule for the event, program and all partners

mentioned. The visual is shown in the Picture 11, the date for the next ball was changed

right after the ball in 2016, however it is needed to update the pavilion.

Picture 11: Graphic visualisation of ball’s website, Source: www.ples.vutbr.cz
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2.5.2.3 Instagram page

The Instagram page was created after the ball in 2015. Currently there is only 12 posts,

all of them are connected to the ball in 2016. On the other hand, there were numerous

“insta-stories” showing all preparations and videos from the ball in real time. Since then,

the Instagram has developed and it is possible to save the insta-stories as the posts. The

Instagram page is adjusted for the smartphones and PCs as well; visualisation is drawn in

the Picture 12.

Picture 12: Visual of Instagram page of the ball for PCs, Source: Instagram

Also, the ball has its own hashtag: #plesVUT. When posting the photos on Instagram, the

users simply use the hashtag. This enables the organising team to watch how the fans are

preparing for the event or how they enjoy it. It is also zero-cost advertisement for the

event. Currently, there is 181 posts with the hashtag.
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Picture 13: Instagram posts with the ball’s hashtag, Source: Instagram

2.5.3 Continuous improvement

Another crucial thing facilitating the sustainability of the event is continuous

improvement in all attributes of the project – the logistics, program, people, marketing,

communication, decoration etc.

Especially the development of people is very important. The team members are educated

in the Project Management (some workshops were organised by the exclusive partner of

the event – IBM) and when they decide to not continue in the organisation in the next

year, they try to develop their follower. Also, this opportunity for the personal

development is one of key motivation factors, as all of the team members have no

financial compensation. Further motivation could be taking part in the organisation of

amazing event, to have a school activity, what is considered e.g. when applying for study

abroad and increase the level of knowledge and experiences and meet new people.
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Regarding the program, music and decoration of the place, the team’s idea is yearly

modification, to avoid repeating the same show, e.g. the snowflakes from 2016 will not

be used again in 2017, they were given to students or charity instead.

Other improvement is mostly connected to organisational issues and logistic is based on

the feedback.

2.6 Analysis of the competition

Looking at competition of such event as the BUT Ball is, we can consider three main

options:

 Balls of other universities in Brno – on university level

 Balls of BUT – on faculty level

 Balls of other universities in Brno – on faculty level

Balls of other universities in Brno – on university level

Generally, only Brno University of Technology and Masaryk University organise the

balls on the university level, among all universities in Brno.

The ball of Masaryk University is organised by MUNIE – the university student union.

Its website is: http://munie.cz/MUJples/, where all important information can be found

about the program, tickets, etc. The website has nice visual. To compare some attributes

of the ball in 2016 – the ball of MU took place in Hotel Bobycentrum**** on December

6th, while the ball of BUT moved to BVV in 2016 and happened on December 2nd. It

hosted over 1000 guests. The place of the ball changes almost every year.

Balls of BUT – on faculty level

Brno University of Technology has 8 faculties – Faculty of Architecture, Faculty of

Electrical Engineering and Communication, Faculty of Chemistry, Faculty of

Information Technology, Faculty of Business and Management, Faculty of Civil

Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Faculty of Fine arts. Faculty of Fine

Arts does not organise the ball for its students.
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Among most popular faculty balls, there are:

 The ball of Faculty of Civil Engineering, yearly organised for 1200-1500 attendants

in Hotel Bobycentrum**** by representatives of student chamber of academic

senate. The faculty has the biggest number of students within the BUT.

 The Ball of Faculty of Business and Management, yearly organised for 600-650

people, the place varies almost every year. In 2017, the ball is planned to be in Hotel

Bobycentrum**** for approximately 1000 participants because of the 25th

anniversary of the faculty

 Representative ball of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication &

Faculty of Information Technology for 600-700 people in the Orea Hotel Voroněž

 Representative ball of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering for 600-700 people in

Hotel International***

 The ball of Faculty of Chemistry for approximately 600 people in Babylon

Balls of other universities in Brno – on faculty level

To mention some popular:

 The ball of Faculty of Business and Economics of Mendel University in Brno for

approximately 1500 attendants

 Sportsmen Ball by Faculty of Sports Studies of MU, yearly organised in Hotel

Bobycentrum**** for 1500 people, using its all public space. This ball belongs

among most popular balls in Brno

2.7 Sum up of findings for BUT Ball 2017

Before moving to proposals, there were some good points in the feedback and lessons

learned, that I would like to sum up in order to suggest action steps in the proposals. First

of all, positive reactions of stakeholders motivate organising team to continue in the

organisation of BUT Ball. Further,

 Organising team learned that it has potential and can organise event for twice more

students than in 2015; thus, moved to BVV
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 There were numerous good reactions to decoration in 2016 (snowflakes) and opening

video. However, the organising team generally does not want to repeat, so it is

necessary to plan new decoration, similarly beautiful and new video adjusted to all

faculties to facilitate interconnection of students and fellowship with the university,

also bigger screen will be needed

 Continue in cooperation with Jan Machát and his team of architects

 Networking with companies and absolvents is attractive for many students and it is

good to keep it

 Thanks to feedback from 2015, the server for buying the tickets has changed to

external one that ensured more stable operation, it is needed to make it more visible

 VIP needs to be well-signed, at the entrance and also tables

 There is a demand for classical music for standard dances and show of standard and

Latin American dance is always suitable to have

 It is needed to adjust number of raffle lots and have all prizes numbered, and

logically organised at least week ahead

 Pinot Gris is very tasty and fresh wine for the ball, cork bottles only into the raffle

 It is needed to secure good catering that can increase the supply

 To avoid chaos, it will be beneficial to divide realising team into partial team with

leaders and delegated responsibilities, choose reliable people

 Have enough photo-shooting spots
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3 Proposals and Contribution

The Chapter 3 is dedicated to the proposals for the realised project – BUT Ball in 2017.

The proposals are based on the previous analyses from the Chapter 2 supported by the

information from the interview with the members of organising team of BUT Christmas

Ball 2015 and 2016 and utilising Project Management methods and theoretical

knowledge from the Chapter 1.

It is important to point out that pre-project phase was already accomplished. The analysis

of opportunities and feasibility was made in 2015 before initiation of the first project.

After the idea was approved by rector of BUT, the project started. After that, it was

approved for 2016 and after successful project implementation in 2016 it was approved

for year 2017 again. Hence, the proposals start from Initiation of project phase.

3.1 Initiation phase

A decision to launch the project was made. Now, the clearly defined process is

necessary, so I will define stakeholders, project objective, expected outputs and logframe

and suggest project team, responsibilities, milestones and communication within the

project culture. These elements are part of the Project Charter, the document with

purpose to be source of information throughout the project.

3.1.1 Project stakeholders

Interested parties can be affected by the project or the can affect the project, or both.

Thus, it is crucial to know them; also, to ensure continuous communication with them. I

would assign following stakeholders:

 Project team

 Project sponsors

 Family and friends of the project team

 Realising team, assistants

 Co-operators

 Guests
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 Contractors

 BVV – Veletrhy Brno

 Partners

 Brno University of Technology

 Rector

 Questor

 Employees of the university

 Economic department of the university

 Legal department of the university

 External relationship department of the university (OMVV)

 Academic Senate

 Student Chamber of Academic Senate

 Student societies

 Students of the first year

 Future students of BUT

 Absolvents

 Competitive events with the same date of realisation as the BUT Ball

 Majáles

 Media

 Public

3.1.2 Project Goal

As the theory in the Chapter 1 claims, correct definition of the project objective is an

essential task. For the formulation of the goal I will use SMART technique, so I suggest

definition of the goal followingly:

To organise the BUT Ball for 3000 participants on 1st December 2017 in the

pavilions G1 and G2 of BVV – Veletrhy Brno.

 Specific – the goal claims what is going to be done – the BUT ball
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 Measurable – there is several attributes that are possible to measure such as the

capacity of the ball, the date and the place, thus, it should be possible to determine

whether it has been achieved

 Agreed – the project stakeholders have met and approved the ball in 2017 and the

date and place

 Realistic – the ball for 3000 people was successfully organised previously, so it

should be feasible to organise it again with assumption there will be available

resources

 Time-bound – the is clearly stated the date of the ball, what simultaneously create the

project boundaries

3.1.3 Required outputs

There is a clear goal for the project. Eventually, to achieve the goal, there are certain

required outputs needed to be produced. Regarding the BUT Ball project, I suggest

following outputs:

1. Logistics – this attribute would include everything connected to the place,

transportation, catering and people

2. Partners – it is important to address the partners for possible financial support

and prizes in the raffle, as well as possible networking

3. Marketing – for campaign creation, also to enhance the awareness about the

event and ensure well-looking graphic visualisation

4. Program – crucial within realisation of the project, to prepare entertaining night

for all participants

5. Absolvents – find interesting absolvents of the university and interconnect them

with students through networking

6. Realisation – needed for careful planning, prepare of schedules and controlling

7. Project Management – generally necessary element, to manage the project team

and ensure the goals will be met

3.1.4 Logical Framework

Once having the outputs defined, the logframe can be proposed:



 Description Objectively Verifiable indicators Means of verification  

Goal Establishment of 
tradition, increasing of 
prestige of the university, 
support of fellowship of 
students and BUT, 
uniting students, 
teachers and absolvents, 
personal development of 
organising team, 
sustainability 

Yearly organisation of the BUT Ball Statistics, Almanac, 
Reports, BUT Events 
Schedule, Brno events 
schedule 

Assumptions 

Objective To organise BUT Ball in 
BVV 

3000 guests, December 1st, 2017, Pavilion G1, G2 Sold tickets, VIP list, BVV 
Event schedule, 
Feedback 

Check of the plan and 
reality, Feedback, 
Enthusiasm to continue 
in the tradition 

Outputs 1 Logistics 1.1 a) Contract with stage supplier 1.9.2017 
1.1 b) Design of place and contracts with suppliers 1.11.2017 
1.1 c) All technical things ready 17.11.2017 
1.1 d) Plan Lay out of the area 1.9.2017, final lay out 10.11.2017 
1.2 Estimation of the traffic, 17.11.2017 
1.3 Contract with suppliers on the concrete menu 1.11.2017 
1.4 a) Agreement with people on work 1.11.2017 
1.4 b) Agreement with external people on work 

Contract 
Graphic visual, contracts 
Checklist 
Maps and plan 
Schedules and solution  
Contract 
Communication 
Contract 

Careful preparations 
before the realisation, 
modified design of the 
place and decoration, 
signed contracts and 
agreement with 
suppliers, signatures for 
orientation 

Outputs 2 Partners 2.1 a) Communication plan for partners 1.7.2017 
2.1 b) Brochure for the partners 1.7.2017 
2.2 a) Sustainable CRM 1.11.2017 
2.2 b) Create CRM system 15.7.2017 
2.3 Acquire 1000 raffle prizes 1.10.2017 
2.4 Acquire 500 000 CZK from partners 1.11.2017 

Document 
Document 
CRM system, document 
CRM system, training 
1000 raffle prizes 
500 000 CZK in contracts 

Well prepared 
communication with 
partners, benefits on 
both sides, functional 
CRM, acquired money 

Outputs 3 Marketing 3.1 Online and Offline Marketing plan ready 1.8.2017  Marketing plan checking the feedback 

Outputs 4 Program 4.1 a) Contract with music band and DJ 1.8.2017 
4.1 b) Other programs resolved 1.10.2017 
4.2 Accompanying program specified 1.10.2017 
4.3 Schedule ready 1.11.2017 

Contract 
Contract 
Contract 
Schedule 

Well-prepared program 
with attractive 
performances, surprise, 
good moderators 



Outputs 5 Absolvents 5.1 List of absolvents created 1.8.2017 
5.2 Invitation sent to the absolvents 

List of absolvents 
Invitations - personal, 
emails, etc. 

Getting guests know 
about networking, 
promotion 

Outputs 6 Realisation 6.1 Backstage prepared 1 day ahead at latest – 30.11.2017 
Realisation 1.12.2017 
6.2 a) The list of tasks ready and tasks are delegated 
6.2 b) The place is prepared  
6.2 c) Test with assistants 
6.3 a) Catering, decorations and people ready at 16:00 at latest 
6.3 b) Sticking to the schedule, maximum delay 20 minutes 
6.4 a) the place cleaned up and handed over  
6.4 b) team meeting and feedback 
6.4 c) Facebook post - thanks, few photos and other photos soon 

Checklist 
 
Checklist 
Personal check 
Meeting 
Checklist 
Schedule with real data 
Completion protocol 
Report 
Post 

Signed contracts with all 
suppliers, agreement on 
time, finding responsible 
people into realising 
team, dividing them into 
partial teams with 
leaders, well-done 
decoration of the place, 
regular controls 

Outputs 7 Project Management 7.1 Well-coordinated team 
7.2 a) Sticking to project plan 
7.2 b) Cookbook prepared until February 2017 
7.3 a) Legal checks, archived contracts 
 
7.3b Satisfied stakeholders 

Communication 
Regular reports 
Ready cook-book 
Communication with 
lawyers 
Reactions, feedback 

Regular communication, 
control of team 
performance, reports, 
development of team 
members 

Key 
activities 

According to hierarchy of 
work packages 

Resources  Timeframe Resources effectively 
utilised, assigned 
responsibilities for the 
particular outputs, 
created reserves 

According to hierarchy  
of work packages 

According to hierarchy 
of work packages 

    Pre-conditions 

    Organising team excited 
for the project, Approval 
to start the project 

Table 4: Logical framework of BUT Ball 2017, Source: Own 
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Table 4 describes logical framework of the project. If the pre-conditions are fulfilled, as 

well as assumptions on each level, the objective can be achieved and thus, facilitate to 

achieving the strategic goal.  

Thanks to logframe, the project manager and team have clear view on what is the strategic 

goal, project objective, outputs and inputs needed to produce required outputs. Once there 

is a list of outputs, a more detailed planning can be done within Work Breakdown 

Structure, where the activities can be assigned to individual people.  

3.1.5 Project Team 

I suggest the project or organising team to consist of 9 people. In the previous years of the 

event, there were less members of the team, but time to time there are occurrences, when 

some of the members cannot continue in the project. By assigning of 9 people, there is 

certain reserve within human resources.  

All of the project team members work on the project without financial compensation. On 

the other hand, there is a great opportunity of self-development and acquiring of project 

management, communication and other skills. That is element of the motivation to be part 

of the team.  

It is good to choose the team members among proactive students from different years of 

the study; also, first year students, so they can be involved in the project next years, to 

teach them and thus, facilitate the sustainability of the project. The project manager for 

BUT Ball 2017 is Anna Kruljacová.  

Once the team members are chosen, there should be a kick-off meeting organised for them 

to break the ice. Informal meeting is good for the members to get to know each other. 

Considering the project is organised in Brno, common meeting and having a beer together 

would be nice. While first meeting of the team, the project manager can look for certain 

skills and characteristics, according to that, the roles of members can be chosen. Then, 

team members should have consistent e-mail addresses and team rules and communication 

should be set. After that, the competences for particular areas can be assigned and the team 

can continue in detailed planning within the planning phase. 
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ORGANISING TEAM 

Name Responsibility E-mail Phone 

Member 1  Project manager, Team leader, Marketing, Program member1@vut.cz   

Member 2 Marketing, Program member2@vut.cz   

Member 3 Logistics member3@vut.cz   

Member 4 Logistics member4@vut.cz   

Member 5 Partners, Logistics member5@vut.cz   

Member 6 Partners member6@vut.cz   

Member 7 Partners member7@vut.cz   

Member 8 Partners member8@vut.cz   

Member 9 Absolvents member9@vut.cz 
  

Table 5: Organising team, Source: Own 

Also, some important milestones should be set even before starting of detailed planning.  

They should include significant points that need to be reached so the related activities can 

progress. I outline them as following: 

IMPORTANT MILESTONES Responsibility  

Resolved place 1.7.2017 Member 1, Member 3 

Agreed music band and DJs 1.8.2017 Member 1 

Graphic visualisation 1.9.2017 Member 1, graphic engineer 

Agreed stage, lights, sounds etc. 1.9.2017 Member 3, Member 4 

Start of intensive campaign 25.9.2017 Member 1 

Contracted exclusive and general partners 30.9.2017 Member 5, Member 7 

Ticket selling 15.10.2017 Member 1, Member 2 

Table 6: Project milestones, Source: Own 

3.2 Planning phase 

Planning phase is significant part of the project and the team elaborates project plan in 

detail. It is important to think through the whole event, and identify all activities that need 

to be done, whether in advance, during the event or even after, in order to ensure project 

running smoothly. To identify the activities, I suggest using Work Break-down Structure. 

Also, I advise to create a cook-book, where the points from meetings can be summed up, 

as well as comments about reaching the deadlines or ideas regarding the project. Such 

cook-books are often helpful when starting the next project. 

mailto:member1@vut.cz
mailto:member2@vut.cz
mailto:member3@vut.cz
mailto:member4@vut.cz
mailto:member5@vut.cz
mailto:member6@vut.cz
mailto:member7@vut.cz
mailto:member8@vut.cz
mailto:member9@vut.cz
mailto:member9@vut.cz
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3.2.1 WBS 

Name of the project: BUT Ball and project goal: To organise the BUT Ball for 3000 

participants on 1st December 2017 in the pavilions G1 and G2 of BVV – Veletrhy 

Brno; are already identified, as well as the outputs. Now, it is needed to further break them 

down, so it will be possible to assign responsible person, date and costs to each activity. 

Considering also lessons learned from the Chapter 3, I suggest the outputs can be broken-

down followingly: 

3.2.1.1 OUTPUT: LOGISTICS 

1 PLACE  

1.1 STAGE  

1.1.1 Podium  

1.1.2 Lights  

1.1.3 Sound  

1.1.4 Sound engineer  

1.1.5 Scene screen    

1.2 DECORATION  

1.2.1 Table clothing  

1.2.2 Chair covers 

1.2.3 Hall decoration  

1.2.4 Over-head decoration 

1.2.5 Accessories    

1.3 TECHNICAL ISSUES    

1.3.1 Lights      

1.3.2 Sound      

1.3.3 Electricity     

1.3.4 Terminal (for ticket control)   

1.3.5 Wi-fi (for internal needs)    

1.4 AREA LAY OUT  

1.4.1 Backstage (for performers and team)  
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1.4.2 Dance floor    

1.4.3 Furniture lay out    

1.4.4 Chill out zone    

1.4.5 Photo-shooting spot    

1.4.6 Photo-shooting wall    

1.4.7 Photo projector    

1.4.8 VIP zone    

1.4.9 Catering lay out    

1.4.10 Cloak room    

1.4.11 Lost & Found    

1.4.12 Raffle    

1.4.13 Complying with other teams      

2 TRANSPORTS   

2.1 GUESTS TRANSPORT  

2.1.1 Public transport    

2.1.2 Taxi    

2.1.3 Orientation signs, navigation    

2.2 TRANSPORT OF PERFORMERS AND ORGANISING TEAM  

2.2.1 Available drivers   

2.2.2 Parking reservation    

2.3 ITEMS TRANSPORT  

2.3.1 Vans    

2.4 INSIDE  

2.4.1 Handcarts    

2.4.2 Platform    

2.5 PARKING  

2.5.1 Parking lay out  

2.5.2 Orientation signs, people  

2.6 TRANSPORT SCHEDULE  

2.6.1 Schedule of transport back and forth 

2.6.2 Schedule of items back and forth 
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2.6.3 Schedule of people 

3 CATERING     

3.1 WINE  

3.1.1 Wines for tables (sealing cap)  

3.1.2 Wines for raffle (corks)  

3.2 CATERING SUPPLIER  

3.2.1 Contract with catering suppliers 

3.2.2 Refreshments for guests  

3.2.3 Refreshments for VIP  

3.2.4 Refreshment for backstage  

3.2.5 Creating the menu   

3.3 ALCOHOL AND SOFT DRINKS SUPPLIERS  

3.3.1 Choosing proper suppliers  

3.3.2 Setting good conditions  

4 PEOPLE   

4.1 INTERNAL PEOPLE  

4.1.1 Helpmates before the ball  

4.1.2 Helpmates during the ball  

4.1.3 Moderators    

4.1.4 Photographers    

4.1.5 Cameramen    

4.1.6 Graphic designer   

4.1.7 Webmaster    

4.1.8 People according to other teams' needs 

4.1.9 Internal and external technical support  

4.2 EXTERNAL PEOPLE  

4.2.1 Cloak room    

4.2.2 People for cleaning (also dishes) 

4.2.3 Rescuers    

4.2.4 Security    

4.2.5 Fire-fighters 
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3.2.1.2 OUTPUT: PARTNERS 

1 COMMUNICATION  

1.1 Brochure 

1.2 Communication channels 

1.3 Final report 

1.4 Thank you letter 

2 CRM  

2.1 CRM system 

2.2 VIP access (gift and parking) 

2.3 Ethics suitable partners 

2.4 Seating plan (firms together/apart) 

2.5 Schedule of addressing 

2.6 Control of fulfilment from side of organising team 

3 RAFFLES  

3.1 Choosing of prizes 

3.2 Addressing the partners 

3.3 Picking up the prizes 

3.4 Making the raffle lots 

3.5 Prizes numbering 

4 OTHERS  

4.1 How to kill the boredom 

4.2 Ensuring the ATM at BVV 

4.3 Training for CR team 

4.4 Surplus Balance of Payment 

   

3.2.1.3 OUTPUT: MARKETING 

1 ONLINE CAMPAIGN  

1.1 Social networks with graphic visual 

1.2 Web with graphic visual 
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1.3 Newsletter 

1.4 Re-marketing 

1.5 Mailing with graphic visual 

1.6 Media partners 

1.7 Creative campaign 

1.8 Video-invitation 

1.9 Ticket selling 

1.10 Competitions 

1.11 Videos 

1.12 Screens at BUT (faculties, libraries, canteens) 

1.13 Other according to agreement with partners 

2 OFFLINE CAMPAIGN  

2.1 GRAPHIC VISUAL  

2.1.1 Booklet for partners 

2.1.2 Billboards 

2.1.3 Poster/leaflet 

2.1.4 Invitation 

2.1.5 Calling cards 

2.1.6 Student's diary 

2.1.7 Notebook with BUT Ball graphic visuals 

2.1.8 Standees 

2.1.9 Balloons with date of the event 

2.2 BUT EVENTS  

2.2.1 Záškolovák BUT 

2.2.2 VUŤákoviny 

2.2.3 perFEKT Start 

2.2.4 Hudba z FEKTu 

2.2.5 Mov'in Europe 

2.2.6 FAST Fest 

2.2.7 Competitions at the events 

2.2.8 Creative campaign 
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3 THE END OF CAMPAIGN  

3.1 Final report 

3.2 Presentation for headquarters 

3.3 Thanks to partners 

 

3.2.1.4 OUTPUT: PROGRAM 

1 MAIN PROGRAM  

1.1 Music bands 

1.2 DJs 

1.3 Opening speech 

1.4 Moderators 

1.5 Performers 

1.6 Announcement of raffle winners 

1.7 galasheet  

2 ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMS  

2.1 Chill-out zone 

2.2 Information 

2.3 Photo-shooting spots 

2.4 Photo-shooting wall 

2.5 Outside bar 

2.6 Partners' requirements 

2.7 Majáles 

3 SCHEDULES  

3.1 Internal schedule of performances 

3.2 Schedule for moderators 

3.3 Schedule for guests 
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3.2.1.5 OUTPUT: ABSOLVENTS 

1 CHOOSING ABSOLVENTS 

1.1 Research of successful absolvents 

1.2 Addressing absolvents 

1.3 List of absolvents 

2 NETWORKING 

2.1 Networking preparation 

2.2 Invitations for absolvents 

2.3 Schedule 

 

3.2.1.6 OUTPUT: REALISATION 

1 BACKSTAGE  

1.1 Logistic/people 

1.2 Technical support (transmitters) 

1.3 Office supplies 

1.4 Items supplies 

2 SCHEDULE - DAY BFORE  

2.1 All contracts signed 

2.2 All tasks allocated 

2.3 Raffle and lots prepared 

2.4 Stage is built 

2.5 Lay out of place is ready 

2.6 Schedule of tables is ready 

2.7 Tables are numbered and signed 

2.8 Catering agreed  

2.9 Team meeting 

2.10 Furniture at place 

2.11 Dishes at place 

2.12 Hall is decorated (tables, chairs, over-head) 
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3 SCHEDULE - D DAY  

3.1 Decoration - flowers, balloons etc. 

3.2 Catering is ready 

3.3 Communication during all night 

3.4 Raffle selling 

3.5 Passing the prizes 

3.6 Managing people in time 

3.7 Regular controls of everything 

3.8 Communication with stakeholders 

3.9 Arranging of opening speech 

3.9 Arranging of passing the main prizes 

3.10 Event running smoothly 

4 SCHEDULE - DAY AFTER  

4.1 Cleaning everything up 

4.2 Uploading of photos 

4.3 Big thanks at social networks 

4.4 Handing over of the place  

4.5 Feedback 

 

3.2.1.7 OUTPUT: PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

1 TEAM  

1.1 Managing people 

1.2 Communication rules 

1.3 Team rules 

1.4 Team motivation 

1.5 Acceptance of team workers 

1.6 Team-buildings 

2 PROJECT  

2.1 Sustainability 

2.2 Monitoring of deadlines 
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2.3 Project milestones 

2.4 Project plan 

2.5 Regular reporting 

2.6 Meetings and reports 

2.7 Monitoring of budget 

2.8 Success evaluation 

2.9 Project evaluation 

2.10 Cookbook 

3 STAKEHOLDERS  

3.1 Bureaucracy and legislation 

3.2 Agreement with public transport 

3.3 Contracts 

3.4 University 

3.5 City Brno 

3.6 Partners 

3.7 BVV 

3.8 External communication 

3.9 Stakeholders management 

3.10 OSA - Copyright protection association 

Once, the outputs are broken down, the responsibilities can be associated to the activities 

by combining WBS and the Responsibility matrix; and the resource, time and cost planning 

can follow. Then, it will be useful to put all these data into the table, so it will offer a clear 

overview for all members. The tables, which could be used for such overview are designed 

in the Appendix 2. 

3.2.2 Risk determining 

Having the activities broken-down, now it is time to think about all possible risks that can 

occur and affect the project. By using brain-storming, I will draw possible dangerous 

situations, estimate their probability of occurrence and impact and then suggest measures 

for decreasing the level of particular risks in the Table 7. 
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RISKS P I  RV MEASURES NRV 

Technical problem with electricity, 
lights or sound MP HI HRV 

Reserve of generators, lights 
and speakers LRV 

Insufficient quality of construction LP HI MRV 
Construction control 1 day 
before the event LRV 

Poor quality of sounds MP MI MRV 

Setting the sounds ahead, 
sound check, documents 
control LRV 

Live-stream not functional HP LI MRV Test before the start of event LRV 

The walls not sound-proof LP MI LRV Check with BVV LRV 

Halls will look optical empty MP LI LRV Extra decorations LRV 

Terminals and tickets not aligned MP HI HRV 
Test and intensive 
communication LRV 

Planned decoration does not look 
good at BVV pavilions MP MI MRV 

Intensive communication with 
supplier LRV 

Dangerous decorations LP HI MRV Careful testing at BVV LRV 

Not enough space at backstage HP LI MRV 
Checklist, good team 
communication LRV 

No furniture supply LP HI MRV Contractual measures, control LRV 

Insufficient dimension of cloakroom MP MI MRV 
Extended order by real 
numbers of sold tickets LRV 

Chaotic cloakroom HP MI HRV 

Enough cloakroom workers, 
goo organisation, check before 
the start MRV 

Not suitable dance floor LP MI LRV Test when visiting the place LRV 

Not good lay out of the place HP HI HRV 

Ask experienced people who 
organise similar events, check 
day before the event LRV 

Risk of the injury of guests LP LI LRV   

Raffle not complete or not at place HP MI HRV 
Checklist, intensive control 
before, reserve prizes, runner MRV 

Delay of performers due to traffic MP HI HRV 
Agree on early arrival, ensure 
the driver or have plan B MRV 

Insufficient parking organisation HP HI HRV 
Strict parking supervisor, map 
of parking, orientation signs  MRV 

Damaged items while transport MP MI MRV Good packaging LRV 

No platform at place LP LI LRV   

No drivers LP HI MRV Have reserves LRV 

Lost people due to damaged signs LP MI LRV Maps posted online ahead  

Not complying with transport 
schedule HP MI HRV 

Have reserves and good 
contact list MRV 

Warm wines MP HI HRV 

Enough fridges, possibility to 
change warm wines for cold 
wines at catering MRV 
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Poor quality of catering MP HI HRV 
Good supplier, tasting before 
the event MRV 

Insufficient catering MP HI HRV 

Make sure catering is 
experienced and have 
opportunity to get more meals 
during the night if needed MRV 

Not certified suppliers MP MI MRV Contractual fines, references LRV 

People (helpmates) will not come MP MI MRV Have reserves LRV 

Insufficient coordination of people MP HI HRV 

Test day before, and day of 
events, ask more experienced 
Sufficient communication MRV 

Not good moderators MP HI HRV 
Carefully choose, test day 
before MRV 

Not work able organising team or 
helpmates MP MI MRV 

Have reserves, motivation to 
not drink until 1 am, free soft 
drinks LRV 

Not functional cleaning at place MP MI MRV 
Agreement with BVV, regular 
checks  LRV 

Risk of the injury of performers LP MI MRV Have it in contract LRV 

Fail of the accompanying program – 
Absolvents networking  MP LI LRV 

Sufficient information for 
guests, live-stream LRV 

Not sticking to schedule MP HI HRV Strict supervisor  

Not enough photo-shooting spots LP MI MRV Plan it ahead LRV 

Not possible to buy the tickets due 
to server failures MI MI MRV Back up and tests LRV 

Poor quality of prints LP LI LRV   

Balloons will puff MP LI LRV   

Graphic campaign is not prepared 
(notebooks, billboards, leaflets, 
posters)  LP MI LRV Checklist  

No thanks after the event from 
organising team side MP LI LRV Checklist  

Absolvents are not interested HP LI MRV 
Suitable communication 
channel, attractive benefits LRV 

Absolvent confirm the attendance 
but will not come MP MI MRV 

Not part of the main program, 
have reserves  LRV 

Not agreed cooperation with OMVV LP MI LRV   

Not enough financial partners MP HI HRV 

Look for opportunities, new 
contacts, intensive addressing 
and communication, evaluate  MRV 

No mobile ATM LP MI LRV   

Bad seating plan LP LI LRV   

Not enough prizes in the raffle MP LI LRV   

Lost numbers of prizes MP MI MRV 
Check before and have the 
prizes at BVV day before LRV 
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Chaos in the raffle prizes MP MI MRV 
Check before, have logical 
order of the prizes LRV 

Not motivated team LP MI LRV   

Not complying with the project plan MP MI MRV Controlling and reporting LRV 

The process is not written down 
(cook-book) HP MI HRV 

Regular reports from meeting 
and work MRV 

Organising team is not watching the 
budget MP HI HRV 

Mutual control of team 
members MRV 

Not complying with legislation MP HI HRV Everything consult with layers MRV 

Vandalism  HP LI MRV Strict security LRV 

Chaos in the backstage HP MI HRV Person responsible for order MRV 

Contracts not signed in time MP MI MRV Urging, controlling, reporting LRV 

Bad schedule for all 3 days (before, 
D-Day, after) MP HI MRV 

Careful planning and 
preparations LRV 

Toilet cleaning HP LI MRV Check the responsible person LRV 

Team members will not come next 
day to clean up HP HI HRV 

Delegate the tasks, agree on 
late handing over the place MRV 

Late photo upload MP MI MRV Urging LRV 

Damaged place due to event LP MI LRV   

Competition event, which will attract 
guests more LP MI LRV   

Impracticable pavilions LP HI MRV 
Agree with BVV ahead and 
have it in contract LRV 

Insufficient budget, loosing of 
exclusive partner or main sponsor MP HI HRV 

Contracts ahead, reserves in 
partners, communication MRV 

Unexpected costs MP HI HRV Reserves in budget MRV 

Table 7: Risk analysis of the event, Source: Own 

To explain the table, there are described possible risks and their probability of occurrence:  

• Low probability (LP) 

• Medium probability (MP) 

• High probability (HP) 

Then, the level of impact, which they can have on the project: 

• Low impact (LI) 

• Medium impact (MI) 

• High impact (HI) 

Next, there is their value: 
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• Low risk value (LRV) 

• Medium risk value (MRV) 

• High risk value (HRV) 

I suggested various risks with different risk values. When the value of risk is medium or 

high, there are measures or action steps suggested how to decrease the risks. RIPRAN 

method is used for the risk analysis and evaluation. 

3.2.3 Resource planning 

Within the resource planning, I see human resources as most significant factor of the 

project. Not only organising team, but also realising team consisting of various co-

operators, graphic engineer, technical engineers, helpmates, etc. It is crucial to have 

reliable and responsible people during the project. Hence, the team members should be 

chosen carefully and the project manager should keep them motivated.  

Regarding other resources, majority of them is ensured by suppliers. Therefore, the team 

should be aware of legislation and consult all contracts with lawyers. Team members will 

simultaneously practise negotiation skills to agree on good conditions. Financial resources 

for the project could be reserves from past years’ revenues, financial support of BUT, 

financial support of exclusive partner or other partners. 

3.2.4 Time planning 

Time planning is essential for the project. Many tasks are needed to be done in advance in 

order to achieve the goal. Assignment of the tasks to responsible team members is tightly 

connected to time framework. Important dates are described in the logframe and table with 

milestones above, as well as they can be connected to all individual tasks within the WBS 

according to team’s needs (for the tables, please see Appendix 2). I highlighted important 

dates by using Gantt diagram in the Table 8. It offer clear overview and hence, is simple 

to control if complying with deadlines. 
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Table 8: Graphical visual of important project dates by Gantt diagram, Source: Own 

3.2.5 Budget planning 

Budget planning can be executed by assigning the costs to the individual tasks in WBS. 

As I did not gain any specific data regarding the budget from the organising team of 

previous years, I offer my own estimation of revenues and costs that can offer a brief 

overview on the budget issue in the Table 9.  

 

 

1 15 1 31 1 25 30 1 15 1 10 17 30 1 2

Resolved place

Agreed stage, l ights, sound

Design of the place

Contracts with suppliers

Traffic estimation

Concrete menu

Final lay out of place

Communication plan partners

Brochure partners

CRM system

Prizes in the raffle

500 000 CZK from partners

Contracted exclusive partner

Contracted general partners

On and Offline Marketing plan

Graphic visualisation

Start of intensive campaign

Ticket selling

Agreed band and DJs

Other programs resolved

Program schedule ready

List of absolvents

Backstage prepared

Realisation 

Clean up

Hand over of place

Dec
Description

July Aug Sep Oct Nov
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Estimated revenues  Estimated costs  

Tickets seating 700 000 CZK BVV - place 580 000 CZK 

Tickets standing 100 000 CZK Stage, lights, sound 100 000 CZK 

Raffle selling 70 000 CZK Security, rescuers 25 000 CZK 

Partners support 250 000 CZK Decoration 250 000 CZK 

Catering 100 000 CZK Wines for the tables 85 000 CZK 

Cloakroom 30 000 CZK Program 100 000 CZK 

From previous years 100 000 CZK Refreshments 10 000 CZK 

BUT 100 000 CZK OSA 50 000 CZK 

TOTAL  1 450 000 CZK TOTAL  1 200 000 CZK 

Table 9: Estimation of budget, Source: Own 

There are estimated revenues on the left side of the table, consisting of the main items that 

can be source of cash-inflow. Regarding the tickets, I assumed that if there will be 3000 

guests at the ball, 2500 tickets could be for seating and 500 tickets for standing. I suggest 

the price 350 CZK for seating ticket and 270 for standing ticket. In the table, I also involved 

reserves, thus I count with the situation that not all of the tickets will be sold. On the right 

side, there are estimated costs. In such case, the balance would be surplus 250 000 CZK. 

However, more detailed budget planning is needed and if assigning the costs to all tasks of 

the WBS, final budget can absolutely differ from my estimated budget.  

3.3 Realisation and Completion 

When the team members thoroughly planned and prepared everything according to their 

responsibilities and the event reaches its date, the realisation can start. As the WBS 

describes, there are 3 important days within the realisation – day before, day of the event 

and day after. During all of these three days it is important to stick with schedules and 

provide regular controls if everything is going according to plan and if not, the 

communication is crucial to find appropriate solutions in time. 

 

3.4 Benefits 

To look at the benefits, from my point of view, suggested proposals are applicable within 

the specified project. The thesis offers points for improvement from the post-project stages 
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of balls in 2015 and 2016, that are transferred into the activities within the proposed WBS 

for 2017. The SMART goal is clearly defined and logical framework is quite detail-

structured, what could help the organising team to understand all links between the 

elements. Also, the outputs are broken-down to describe all activities needed for project 

planning and realisation of the project. Another detailed analysis is risk analysis, where are 

various scenarios suggested together with steps how to decrease the risks. Even if the actual 

organising team would not completely apply the proposals, there are still good ideas about 

what is important to think about within the project; so another benefit of the thesis is that 

it can be a sort of cook-book for actual and next organising teams, the source of information 

about the previous years, lessons learned and Project Management methods applied within 

the project issues.  
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Conclusion 

By utilising theoretical knowledge and information gained from the organising team of 

previous years and from the available online information, I provide analyses within post-

project phase: analyses of the feedback and what can be improved in the next projects; as 

well as project’s vision, analysis of the competition and overview. In the proposals, I apply 

tools and methods of Project Management within project phase, specifically creation of 

SMART objective, Logical Framework, Work Break-down Structure, further Risk analysis 

by RIPRAN method, resource analysis, time analysis by setting milestones and drawing 

Gantt diagram and budget estimation. The proposals I provide regarding the planning 

phase, if properly processed and controlled, can lead the project through implementation 

to successful completion. 

I can conclude that I achieved the objective, which I set in the beginning – I applied the 

methods of Project Management for a specific event. I will provide this document to the 

organising team and offer them possibility of consulting regarding proposals and overall 

thesis. Then, the proposal could be adjusted to the current status of the project. There are 

certain limitations in this thesis, especially Work Breakdown Structure could be worked 

out even in more details, especially by assigning responsibilities, costs and deadlines, but 

I hope organising team of this and future BUT Ball will find it beneficial and the thesis 

will be source of valuable information for them. 

I enjoyed writing of this Master’s thesis, during its creation I found numerous interesting 

publications and increased my knowledge about the Project Management. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Appendix 1 consists of tables designed for team members, where the activities from WBS 

are associated to responsible person, time and costs. Furthermore, there is a space for notes. 

OUTPUT: LOGISTICS 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 PLACE 

Stage     

Decoration     

Technical issues     

Lay of out the area     

1.1 STAGE 

Podium     

Lights     

Sound     

Sound engineer     

Scene screen     

1.2 DECORATION 

Table clothing     

Chair covers     

Hall decoration     

Over-head decoration     

Accessories     

1.3 TECHNICAL ISSUES 

Lights     

Sound     

Electricity     

Terminal (for ticket 
control)     

Wi-fi (for internal needs)     

1.4 AREA LAY OUT 

Backstage (for 
performers and team)     

Dance floor     

Furniture lay out     

Chill out zone     

Photo-shooting spot     

Photo-shooting wall     

Photo projector     

VIP zone     

Catering lay out     

Cloak room     

Lost & Found     
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Raffle     

Complying with other 
teams     

2 TRANSPORTS 

Guests transport     

Performers, organising 
team transport     

Transport of items     

Inside     

Parking     

Transport schedule     

2.1 GUESTS TRANSPORT 

Public transport     

Taxi     

Orientation signs, 
navigation     

2.2 TRANSPORT OF 
PERFORMERS AND 
ORGANISING TEAM 

Available drivers     

Parking reservation     

2.3 ITEMS TRANSPORT Vans     

2.4 INSIDE 
Handcarts     

Platform     

2.5 PARKING 
Parking lay out     

Orientation signs, 
people     

2.6 TRANSPORT 
SCHEDULE 

Schedule of transport 
back and forth     

Schedule of items back 
and forth     

Schedule of people     

3 CATERING 

Wine     

Catering and food 
suppliers     

Alcohol and soft drinks 
suppliers     

3.1 WINE 

Wines for tables (sealing 
cap)     

Wines for raffle (corks)     

3.2 CATERING SUPPLIER 

Contract with catering 
supplier     

Refreshments for guests     

Refreshments for WIP     

Refreshment for 
backstage     

Creating the menu     
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3.3 DRINKS SUPPLIERS 

Choosing proper 
supplier     

Setting good conditions     

4 PEOPLE 
Internal people     

External people     

4.1 INTERNAL PEOPLE 

Helpmates before the 
ball     

Helpmates during the 
ball     

Moderators     

Photographers     

Cameramen     

Graphic designer     

Webmaster     

People according to 
other teams' needs     

Internal and external 
technical support     

4.2 EXTERNAL PEOPLE 

Cloak room     

People for cleaning (also 
dishes)     

Rescuers     

Security     

Fire-fighters     

 

OUTPUT: PARTENRS 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 COMMUNICATION 

Brochure     

Communication 
channels     

Final report     

Thank you letter     

2 CRM 

CRM system     

VIP access (gift and 
parking)     

Ethics suitable partners     

Seating plan (firms 
together/apart)     

Schedule of addressing     
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Control of fulfilment 
from side of organising 
team     

3 RAFFLES 

Choosing of prizes     

Addressing the partners     

Picking up the prizes     

Making the raffle lots     

Prizes numbering     

4 OTHERS 

How to kill the boredom     

Ensuring the ATM at BVV     

Training for CR team     

Surplus Balance of 
Payment     

 

OUTPUT: MARKETING 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 ONLINE 
CAMPAIGN 

Social networks with 
graphic visual     

Web with graphic visual     

Newsletter     

Re-marketing     

Mailing with graphic 
visual     

Media partners     

Creative campaign     

Video-invitation     

Ticket selling     

Competitions     

Videos     

Screens at BUT 
(faculties, libraries, 
canteens)     

Other according to 
agreement with partners     

2 OFFLINE 
CAMPAIGN 

Graphic visual     

BUT events - 
accompanying 
campaign     

2.1 GRAPHIC VISUAL 
Booklet for partners     

Billboards     
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Poster/leaflet     

Invitation     

Calling cards     

Student's diary     

Notebook with BUT Ball 
graphic visuals     

Standees     

Balloons with date of the 
event     

2.2 BUT EVENTS 

Záškolovák BUT     

VUŤákoviny     

perFEKT Start     

Hudba z FEKTu     

Mov'in Europe     

FAST Fest     

Competitions at the 
events     

Creative campaign     

3 THE END OF 
CAMPAIGN 

Final report     

Presentation for 
headquarters     

Thanks to partners     

 

 

 

OUTPUR: PROGRAM 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 MAIN PROGRAM 

Music bands     

DJs     

Opening speech     

Moderators     

Performers     

Announcement of raffle 
winners     

Galasheet      

2 ACCOMPANYING 
PROGRAMS 

Chill-out zone     

Information     
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Photo-shooting spots     

Photo-shooting wall     

Outside bar     

Partners' requirements     

Majáles     

3 SCHEDULES 

Internal schedule of 
performances     

Schedule for moderators     

Schedule for guests     

 

OUTPUT: ABSOLVENTS 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 CHOOSING 
ABSOLVENTS 

Research of successful 
absolvents     

Addressing absolvents     

List of absolvents     

2 NETWORKING 

Networking preparation     

Invitations for 
absolvents     

Schedule     

 

 

 

OUTPUT: REALISATION 

 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 BACKSTAGE 

Logistic/people     

Technical support 
(transmitters)     

Office supplies     

Items supplies     

2 SCHEDULE - DAY 
BFORE 

All contracts signed     

All tasks allocated     

Raffle and lots prepared     

Stage is built     
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Lay out of place is ready     

Schedule of tables is 
ready     

Tables are numbered 
and signed     

Catering agreed      

Team meeting     

Furniture at place     

Dishes at place     

Hall is decorated (tables, 
chairs, over-head)     

3 SCHEDULE - D 
DAY 

Decoration - flowers, 
balloons etc.     

Catering is ready     

Communication during 
all night     

Raffle selling     

Passing the prizes     

Managing people in time     

Regular controls of 
everything     

Communication with 
stakeholders     

Arranging of opening 
speech     

Arranging of passing the 
main prizes     

Event running smoothly     

4 SCHEDULE - DAY 
AFTER 

Cleaning everything up     

Uploading of photos     

Big thanks at social 
networks     

Place hand over     

Feedback     

 

OUTPUT: PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Area Activity 
Responsible 

person 
Date 

Estimated 
costs 

Notes 

1 TEAM 

Managing people     

Communication rules     

Team rules     
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Team motivation     

Acceptance of people     

Team-buildings     

2 PROJECT 

Sustainability     

Monitoring of deadlines     

Project milestones     

Project plan     

Regular reporting     

Meetings and reports     

Monitoring of budget     

Success evaluation     

Project evaluation     

Cook-book     

3 STAKEHOLDERS 

Bureaucracy and 
legislation     

Agreement with public 
transport     

Contracts     

University     

City Brno     

Partners     

BVV     

External communication     

Stakeholders 
management     

OSA     
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